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Abstract
This paper quantifies the impact of grants from EU funds on non-financial corporations performance in Croatia. For the purposes of the research, three different
data sources were used, which were merged into a single enterprise level database. Enterprises for the control group were selected using propensity score
matching method, while the quantifications of effects in the years after receiving
the support were estimated using difference in differences method. Also, the doseresponse relationship between the relative size of the received grant and the level
of impact on performance indicators was assessed. The research showed that the
use of EU funds has a strong and positive effect on the observed indicators, such
as employment, operating income, labour productivity or total factor productivity
and capital intensity. At the same time, the level of impact significantly depends on
the relative size of grant received from EU funds.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Apart from access to the common European market, one of the most important
economic benefits arising from Croatia’s membership in the European Union
(EU) is the eligibility to use EU funds. Since Croatia, just like the majority of new
member states, is classified as an underdeveloped country, the amount of funds it
received is substantially larger than the amounts it pays into the shared European
budget. In 2019 alone, end beneficiaries received EUR 1.9 billion, or 3.6% of
Croatia’s GDP, from EU funds on various grounds, while Croatia’s contribution to
the shared budget amounted to around EUR 0.5 billion, or 1.0% of GDP (authors’
calculation based on data by the Ministry of Finance and the Croatian National
Bank). It should be pointed out that Croatia is yet to enter the final stage of the
utilization of funds from the 2014-2020 budgetary period, in which the payments
to end beneficiaries for contracted projects are expected to reach their peak.
However, support in such large amounts of grants is bound to have certain direct
and indirect effects, which are harder to measure than is the case with direct financial benefit. Apart from the problem of data accessibility (especially at the microlevel), an additional burden is the fact that grants from EU funds are used to
finance a wide variety of various social areas and economic sectors with divergent
objectives and potential effects – from family farms or projects with a social element aimed at the wider population or non-profit associations all the way up to
large infrastructural projects managed by the state or local government units or
projects by non-financial corporations.
To the authors’ best knowledge, this is the first-ever paper to quantify the effects
of grants from EU funds on end beneficiaries in Croatia or, more specifically, on
the business performance and features of Croatian non-financial corporations. As
such, it represents a giant leap in the analyses conducted thus far and substantially
contributes to the national professional literature on the topic of support from EU

Even though the results of the analysis conducted show that these grants do have
a significant positive effect on the performance of corporate beneficiaries, several
additional recommendations for economic policy management can be highlighted.
For instance, it is important to highlight that the age of an enterprise and the number of its employees are some of the key estimators of the probability of obtaining
support. Such findings are far from unexpected, but more effort should be put in
making funds more accessible to younger enterprises or start-ups, since access to
funding is one of the most common problems faced by such enterprises. In addition, it has been shown that, regardless of the fact that the support comes in the
form of a grant, the use of funds has a negative effect on relative profitability of
business, which poses a challenge for market profitability of the funded projects
and leaves room for moral hazard. For this reason, greater focus should be placed
on profitability issues during the grant allocation procedure. One of the more
important markers of efficiency is the relative size of the support, hence this factor
should also be taken into account during the allocation procedure.
2 OVERVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE AND CONTRIBUTION
OF RESEARCH

The issue of potential effects of cohesion policy is one that frequently comes up in
applied econometric research. Darvas et al. (2019) identified over 1,000 different
pieces of research dealing with various aspects of cohesion policy such as efficacy, convergence, inequality, management and many others. Since the main
objective of cohesion policy is reducing the development gap between individual
regions, or convergence of underdeveloped regions, as well as stimulating general
economic growth, literature is dominated by the issue of efficacy of EU’s cohesion policy for achieving these objectives (for an overview of previous research,
see e.g., Hagen and Mohl, 2009; Marzinotto, 2012; Pienkowski and Berkowitz,
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Finally, the conclusions arising from the results of this research can assist the
competent bodies when adopting policy decisions regarding the allocation of
available grants from EU funds. Namely, non-financial corporations represent a
section of the national economy which is a significant beneficiary of EU funds;
their case would make valuable testing ground for the assumption that the use of
EU grants might have a positive effect on the performance of many enterprises,
thus contributing to the competitiveness of the national economy, or at least partially alleviate the consequences of certain structural deficiencies of this sector,
such as high indebtedness or low productivity rates (cf. Martinis and Ljubaj, 2017;
Gelo and Družić, 2015).
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funds. Apart from quantifying the effects of the grant, the paper also elaborates on
additional research questions such as the probability of obtaining EU funding and
the ratio between the size of the support received and its impact level (doseresponse). Since this ratio between the size of the received grant and the level of
its impact has practically not been researched before, this piece of research also
provides a substantial scientific contribution.
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2015; Crescenzi and Giua, 2017). However, the results are far from uniform.
Depending on the sample size, time period, conceptual and methodological framework, the majority of papers unveil a positive effect of cohesion policy on regional
growth and convergence (e.g., Cappelen et al., 2003; Esposti and Bussoletti, 2008;
Ferrara et al., 2016). Despite finding positive effects, some pieces of research
nevertheless challenge its efficacy (Dall’Erba and Le Gallo, 2008; Bouayad-Agha
et al., 2011; Becker et al., 2013), i.e., they argue that cohesion policy is only tentatively efficient in meeting its objectives (e.g., Ederveen et al., 2002; Ederveen et
al., 2006; Rodriguez-Pose and Fratesi, 2004). On the other hand, some pieces of
research also claim that cohesion policy has a negative effect on economic growth
(Fagerberg and Verspagen, 1996; Breidenbach et al., 2016).
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The majority of conducted research, including the ones listed above, use individual countries or NUTS regions as the observation unit. This approach is subject to
criticism from various sides, the most important being the issue of endogeneity
(Hagen and Mohl, 2009). Endogeneity arises due to the fact that an individual
region’s ability to qualify for grants from cohesion funds is defined by its economic size, meaning that the per capita GDP of regions that are eligible for obtaining grants from cohesion funds is substantially lower than the EU average. However, regions that were initially underdeveloped may experience sharper growth
due to convergence only, regardless of the grants obtained from the Cohesion
Fund (Cappelen et al., 2003).
Research looking at the efficacy of cohesion policy on an aggregate level is countered by literature examining the potential effects of EU funds on the performance
of enterprises that are the beneficiaries of grants through cohesion policy. Due to
lack of data, microeconomic research is still very limited, although such an
approach would eliminate the endogeneity issue that is inherent to aggregate
research. Only a few papers assessed the potential effects of grants from cohesion
funds on a limited set of enterprise performance indicators, primarily the trends in
the number of employees and enterprise productivity, expressed either as total
factor productivity (TFP) or labour productivity.
The majority of research conducted at enterprise level used a quasi-experimental
approach of propensity score matching and the difference in differences method
and discovered positive effects of obtaining a grant from cohesion funds on trends
in employment numbers, revenue and/or productivity (see Moral Arce and Paniagua San Martín, 2016; Fattorini et al., 2018; Hartsenko and Sauga, 2013). Benkovskis et al. (2018) used microdata from Latvian enterprises to examine the effect
of grants from the European Regional Development Fund on a much wider set of
performance indicators. In their research, they used the propensity score matching
technique, which has shown that obtaining the grant led to an increase in the enterprises’ capital intensity as well as employee numbers not long after receiving the
support, while the effect on the productivity trend was also positive but became
evident only three years into the grant. Apart from this, the effects of the grant

were not homogeneous for all enterprises; enterprises that were slightly larger, but
also less productive, before receiving the grant benefited more from the grant.
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All pieces of research referred to above failed to take into account the effect of the
magnitude of the received support from EU funds on the trend in selected performance indicators. Rather, they merely considered the fact that the enterprise
became a beneficiary of the grant. Apart from being one of the first attempts to
quantify the obtained grants from EU funds against performance indicators of
enterprises in general, the main contribution of this paper is that it is, to the authors'
best knowledge, the first paper to assess the effect of the size of the received support from EU funds on business performance indicators of enterprises. In addition,
this research complements previous national literature studying EU funds in Croatia from various aspects, literature which is, due to Croatia’s late EU accession,
still quite modest. Areas and topics covered so far include the impact of EU funding on national research capacities, challenges of public procurement for EUfunded projects, absorption capacities for EU funds, the effect of cohesion policy
on regional development in Croatia, the role of EU funds in the development of
rural tourism, aid received from the European budget by local and regional selfgovernment units or the question of whether SMEs are familiar with funding possibilities from EU funds (see Šostar and Marukić, 2017; Poljičak, 2017; Kotarski,
2016; Maleković et al., 2018; Medić et al., 2017; Ott et al., 2018; Sikirić et al.,
2015; Visković and Udovičić, 2017; Bartoluci et al., 2018; Kersan Škabić and
Tijanić, 2017). In addition, this research also complements previous literature
dealing with the effect of public support provided to non-financial corporations,
whose source of funding is not the shared European budget but rather national
budget or budgets of local and regional self-government units (see Srhoj et al.,
2018). Public support to private non-financial corporations funded by taxpayers’
money is an especially sensitive social issue because of questionable efficiency of
such programmes and the issue of social justice. For this reason, any research on
this topic can be highly relevant.
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Bachtrogler and Hammer (2018) examined the effects of the use of EU grants
from the 2007-2013 financial perspective on the performance of enterprises in 25
member states. The results of their analysis, derived through the propensity score
matching method, have shown that corporate beneficiaries of grants in all countries under consideration recorded a substantial increase in employee numbers,
revenue and fixed asset value, while on the other hand, evidence showing an
increase in total factor productivity has been limited. The results presented in
other papers are far from unambiguous. In one of the first papers that attempted to
quantify the use of EU grants against the performance of non-financial corporations, Zwaan and Merlevede (2013) used grant beneficiaries from the processing
industry in all EU member states in the 2000-2006 period as a case study and
concluded that obtaining the grant did not affect the enterprises’ employment
numbers and productivity.
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This research uses three different data sources at enterprise level with different
time series durations, which have been aligned and connected into a unique database covering the period 2012-2018, the first database of its kind. All data regarding the allocation of funds to end beneficiaries have been retrieved from the database maintained by the Ministry of Finance, which keeps track of all payments to
beneficiaries of EU support on a monthly basis. This database also includes a code
of the fund from which the grant was allocated. Data on monthly payments for
individual enterprises have been aggregated at the annual level and connected to
the database of annual financial statements maintained by the Financial Agency
(Fina). Fina’s database of annual financial statements contains detailed information derived from the enterprises’ closing balance sheets, profit and loss accounts
but also other non-financial features of enterprises conducting business in Croatia,
such as the number of employees, head office, ownership structure based on the
proprietor’s residential status, etc. The third database used in the present research
is the Court Register of Businesses Operators in Croatia, which contains data on
the year each enterprise was established. This database was used to ascertain the
enterprises’ age.
By merging three different data sources, we created a new, unique database with
774,449 observations for the 2012-2018 period. Our sample identified 1,921
unique enterprises that became a beneficiary of a grant from EU funds in the
observation period. However, further analysis required major adjustments. The
number of corporate beneficiaries includes a certain number of public enterprises
and entities that are registered as an enterprise but are owned by the state or local
and regional self-government units. Such enterprises were excluded from the
analysis due to having drastically different business objectives, which might ultimately affect the results of the analysis. This reduced the number of beneficiaries
to 1,685 enterprises. We also excluded all enterprises that did not have a single
employee in the observation period or failed to achieve positive value of their
operating income, leaving us with 1,643 corporate beneficiaries.
Since the main objective of the analysis was to assess the medium-term effects of
the grants on corporate beneficiaries’ business performance and features, which for
the purpose of the research implies that performance data is available for the period
of at least two years after initially receiving the grant, we also needed to exclude
enterprises that obtained their first grant in 2017 or 2018 from the main part of the
analysis. The time distance to make an impact assessment for such enterprises has
not been long enough, since data on their performance in 2019 and 2020 is not available. This had a major impact on the number of corporate beneficiaries under observation. Having conducted the process of database cleaning and exclusions referred
to above, we were left with 476,685 observations for the empirical analysis, collected from 227 enterprises that obtained support for co-funding their projects from
EU funds. Appendix 3 shows that the enterprises remaining in the sample after all
the adjustments are slightly older, more productive, with more capital intensity,

more indebtedness, more export intensity and more employees than the overall sample of enterprises that received grants from EU funds.

4 METHODOLOGY
4.1 ECONOMETRIC MODELS AND TECHNIQUES USED

The empirical analysis used has widely been applied in previous similar papers –
the so-called average treatment effect on treated method (ATT). The causal treatment effect, in this case receiving support from EU funds, can be defined as the
difference between a potential outcome in an enterprise’s observable performance
upon receiving support and a potential outcome that would have occurred had the
support not been received, or, in mathematical terms:
(1)
denotes a change in the group of
The first term in the equation
indicators under observation for enterprises that received support in the period t,
i.e., between one year prior to receiving the grant (t-1) and t+s years after receiving the grant. The second term in the equation
marks a hypothetical growth rate of the indicators under scrutiny for the same group of enterprises which would have occurred had the support not been received. Since the
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The calculation method for all other indicators (labour productivity, added value,
capital and export intensity, indebtedness, profitability and enterprise age) is provided in appendix 1. In addition, appendix 2 provides a detailed explanation of the
calculation method for total factor productivity based on the Cobb-Douglas production function. It is also important to note that some of the nominal variables
have been deflated to exclude the effect of price changes, which means that only
their real changes were taken into account (the deflators used are also described in
appendix 1). In conclusion, all variables and indicators used, with the exception of
enterprise age, are observed as their logarithmic transformations.
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The paper considered twelve indicators in total, some of which have been directly
taken from primary sources since some values, such as operating income, fixed
assets values, values of exported and imported goods and services, are, in accordance with accounting standards, a component of the enterprises’ profit and loss
account, final balance sheet and other financial statements. All other indicators have
been derived from data sources referred to above, using the standard calculation
method applied in previous professional literature that is based on data processing at
enterprise level. For instance, the employment indicator has been calculated on the
basis of completed hours of labour in order to account for the fact that some enterprises provide for overtime hours, while some enterprises have part-time employees, which can skew the true representation of the employment rates at individual
enterprises. On the other hand, by analysing only operating income rather than total
revenues, we avoid the possibility of quantifications being affected by one-off
exceptional revenue, including the support from EU funds itself.
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defined outcomes for the group populated by corporate beneficiaries are not
observable in hypothetical conditions (i.e., not having received support), the crucial evaluation problem is to find a group of enterprises for which such trends can
be approximated to a high extent. In other words, in order to estimate the average
treatment effect on treated (ATT), we should find a control group of enterprises
(those that have not received any grant from EU funds), whose initial features are
quite similar to the group of enterprises that have received grants.
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The first step entails calculating the probability of obtaining a grant from EU
funds as a function of observable enterprise features in the period prior to receiving support – features which are considered to affect the probability of receiving
the grant. When observing the initial features prior to receiving the treatment
itself, if there is no significant effect of non-measurable or unobservable features,
the selection bias is reduced, i.e., it is assessed as statistically non-significant. The
probability above is referred to as propensity score and is calculated through the
following probit regression (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983):
P(EUi,t = 1) = F (Xi,t-1, Controli,t)(2)
where EUi,t denotes an indicator variable in case enterprise i is a beneficiary of
grant from EU funds, F indicates the standard normal distribution function, while
Xi,t-1 designates the vector of performance indicators and other features under scrutiny within one year prior to receiving the EU grant. It encompasses the productivity indicators (total factor productivity and labour productivity), enterprise age,
employee numbers, capital and export intensity and the indebtedness coefficient.
In addition, the vector Controli,t also expands the estimation with standard control
variables for the year and the activity that the enterprise under observation conducts (to the second digit level of National Classification of Activities – NACE).
The estimated probability of receiving support from EU funds is used in the second step for enterprise matching. The probability of starting a project that is cofinanced from EU funds for enterprise i in sector k in period t is labelled pi,k,t. One
or several control enterprises j with the smallest absolute difference in the estimated propensity score is then matched with the enterprise that received the treatment by using the nearest neighbour method.
(3)
In order to ensure higher comparability of business results and enterprise features,
an additional condition was introduced – that all matched enterprises should belong
to the same NACE class and the same year, as per Bachtrogler and Hammer (2018)
and Benkovskis (2018). To ensure robustness and higher reliability of obtained
results, matching is done in such a manner that each enterprise that received the
treatment is matched with 1, 2, 5 and 10 most similar enterprises, which then form
the control group. In alternative model specifications, the matching is conducted by



(4)

where NT indicates the number of enterprises that received grants from EU funds,
0 < ωi,j < 1 is the weight for the control group of enterprises generated by the
matching algorithm, s indicates the number of years for which the change in performance indicators or features is observed, starting from t-1 (one year prior to
receiving support) until t+s after receiving support, whereby s Î{0,1,2}. If the
difference in growth rates of the observable performance variables or enterprise
features turns out to be positive and statistically significant, we can say that the
effect of the treatment (co-financing through grants from EU funds) had a positive
effect on the observable performance indicators of the enterprise in the period
after receiving the treatment.
Finally, apart from providing an answer to the question which features of enterprises increase the probability of obtaining grants from EU funds and whether
such a benefit enhances the growth of observable performance indicators, the third
objective of the present paper is to understand whether there is a difference in the
causal effects of co-financing considering the relative size of the grant. A more
appropriate methodology for answering this question is the propensity score
binary effect generalization method for a treatment variable that is considered a
continuous variable (Hirano and Imbens, 2005). By applying the generalised propensity score, we can estimate the dose-response function and determine whether
the causal effects of the received support on the change in the variables under
observation vary depending on the different relative size of the allocated grant
from EU funds. Only a small number of previous applied research used such a
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Having estimated the probability of receiving treatment and having matched
enterprises that obtained grants from EU funds with enterprises in the control
group, the final step serves to calculate the average effect of the treatment on the
treated enterprise by applying the standard difference in differences method. The
first step in the difference in differences method is to calculate the growth rates of
the variable under observation for both enterprise groups. The average difference
between these growth rates is calculated as:
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using a pre-defined caliper value, i.e., maximum tolerated difference in the estimated propensity score between the treated enterprises and the control group enterprises. If no control enterprise is located within the defined caliper, the matching is
deemed as not having been conducted and such enterprises from the treated group
are excluded from further analysis. In addition, matching is conducted without
replacement; considering a large number of potential control enterprises, this prevents each control enterprise from being matched with more than one treated enterprise. The quality of the matching exercise is usually assessed by comparing the
mean values of the variables under observation before and after matching. If the
matching leads to no statistically significant difference, the balance condition has
been met and the exposure to grant allocation can be considered random.
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method at enterprise level, while they mostly applied it for exploring the connection between export intensity and productivity growth (Fryges and Wagner, 2008)
or the intensity of different support types on the growth of indicators under observation such as employment rate, revenue or productivity (see e.g., Cerulli and
Poti, 2014; Dai and Cheng, 2015; Dai et al., 2017; Becker et al., 2019). To the
authors’ best knowledge, this is the first attempt of using the above method for
assessing the effects of co-financing through grants from EU funds.
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The methodology referred to above is usually implemented in three steps. The first
step entails an assessment of the generalised propensity score on a sample of the
treated enterprises, based on the relative amount of the grants received from EU
funds. The treatment variable under scrutiny, Ti, indicates the annual amount of
grants received from EU funds expressed as a share in the enterprise’s operating
income in the period of one year prior to receiving the grant (t-1). Based on Hirano
and Imbens (2005), we assume normal distribution of the treatment variable considering the vector of selected control variables:
(5)
whereby Xi is the same vector of the control variables used in the binary propensity score estimation. Since the empirical distribution of the relative amount of the
grants received fails to meet the normality assumption, the analysis used its logarithmic transformation. The generalised propensity score is then estimated by
applying the least squares method:


(6)

The second step entails an estimation of the conditional outcome expectation.
Concretely, this refers to the average growth rate of the variables under scrutiny
one year and two years after receiving the grant, as a function of the observable
treatment levels and the estimated generalised propensity score, by using their
squared approximation:
(7)
By using the assessed parameters from equation (7), the final step entails an estimation of the dose-response function, i.e., the average potential outcome of the
vector of the variables under observation depending on the various relative levels
of the received treatment t:
(8)
whereby N is the total sample size. Since dose-response is a non-linear function of
the relative size of treatment t, one of the main advantages of the approach used is
the fact that no restrictions are assumed in advance regarding the connection
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between the continuous treatment intensity and outcome (Fryges and Wagner,
2008). The dose-response function is estimated for each distribution percentile at
treatment t level on the [5,35] interval, which empirically contains relative
amounts of the received grants. Since such an approach, similar to the binary propensity score, takes into account differences in features before receiving support,
the estimated differences in average outcomes for two different treatment intensities can be interpreted as causal effects of the differences in intensity of support
received from EU funds.
4.2 SELECTION OF VARIABLES FOR PROBIT MODEL

The majority of professional literature on the topic of the effect of grants from EU
funds uses most of the variables described above in probit models. However, having in mind specific circumstances of Croatian non-financial corporations, this
research introduced additional independent variables in the probit model, which
have, for one reason or another, been estimated to affect the probability of obtaining a grant. As highlighted in the competent ministries’ programme documents
related to the policies of using grants from EU funds, Croatia has virtually no risk
capital market, while a relatively small number of SMEs are not in a position to
obtain bank funding (OP Competitiveness and Cohesion 2014-2020, September
2017). In addition, high indebtedness levels are one of the most pressing structural
problems of the non-financial enterprise sector (see Martinis and Ljubaj, 2017).
We can therefore assume that, due to relatively high indebtedness levels, many
enterprises are unable to obtain regular bank funding or obtain sufficient bank
funding to finance their development projects in full. In such circumstances, EU
funds are seen as an alternative source of funding, which is a hypothesis that was
tested in the model.
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The selection of variables for the probit model mostly reflects key features and
previous knowledge regarding the utilization of grants from EU funds by nonfinancial corporations. It is a known fact that a substantial amount of funds made
available for funding projects of non-financial corporations from ESI funds is
aimed at stimulating capital investment in production capacities. For this reason,
beneficiaries of EU grants are more likely to come from capital intensive sectors.
For this reason, sector of economic activity is a control variable in the model,
while the enterprise’s capital intensity level has been included as one of the independent variables. In addition, since the participation in a public tender for the
award of grants from EU funds and drafting the tender documentation requires
substantial administrative capacities, we can assume that the grant beneficiaries
are slightly older enterprises with a higher number of employees and larger administrative capacities. These assumptions were also tested by means of the model’s
independent variables. Furthermore, the model tests whether higher or lower productivity, average salary levels and profitability level affect the probability for a
selected enterprise to become grant beneficiary. Business conditions are often
driven by social and economic conditions in the enterprise’s immediate surroundings, which makes regional affiliation another control variable in the model.
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In July 2013, Croatia became a full EU member state, which opened up the common European market to many Croatian exporters and had a strong impact on the
growth of the overall export of goods and services in years immediately following
the accession. We can assume that exporters are in the greatest need for expanding
their business and their production or other capacities, which raises the probability
of obtaining EU funding. In addition, exposure to international competition that
comes with taking part in international markets makes exporters the most competitive part of national economy, which makes them substantially different from
non-exporters (see Valdec and Zrnc, 2014, 2019).
5 ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS RESULTS
5.1 RESULTS OF PROBIT MODEL AND PROPENSITY SCORE MATCHING
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Results of the probit model presented in table 1 are in line with the above hypotheses. Grant beneficiaries are more likely to be older enterprises with more employees and greater capital and export intensity of business. They are also enterprises
with higher indebtedness levels but also with higher profitability. On the other
hand, labour productivity and total factor productivity were not shown as statistically significant determinants of receiving a grant from EU funds, whereas in the
case of average salary and import intensity, this depends on the sample used.
In line with the methodology described above, the obtained results of the probit
model were used for matching the enterprises in the control group. As shown in
the table in appendix 3, matching has been successful and differences in arithmetic means of selected indicators between the corporate beneficiaries and their control group counterparts are not statistically significant, which was not the case
before matching. All cases recorded more or less identical results, even when a
strict pre-defined caliper value is used, i.e., maximum tolerated difference in the
estimated propensity score between the treated enterprises and the control group
enterprises (table in appendix 3).
Table 1
Results of probit model
Indicator
Labour productivity
TFP
Enterprise age
Employment rate
Capital intensity
Indebtedness rate
Average salary
Profitability
Export intensity

Basic pattern
Marginal Standard
effects
error
0.076
(0.074)
0.009
(0.065)
0.013*** (0.003)
0.221*** (0.028)
0.024**
(0.011)
0.046*** (0.016)
0.093*
(0.057)
0.078*** (0.022)
0.047*** (0.016)

Extended pattern
Marginal Standard
effects
error
0.044
(0.032)
0.017
(0.030)
0.004***
(0.001)
0.186***
(0.014)
0.022**
(0.003)
0.045***
(0.007)
0.011
(0.016)
0.052***
(0.009)
0.023***
(0.007)

Indicator

Extended pattern
Marginal Standard
effects
error
0.033***
(0.008)

Yes
Yes
Yes
227
476,682
0.3251

Yes
Yes
Yes
1,643
482,503
0.2665

Source: Authors’ own calculation based on data by the Ministry of Finance, Financial Agency
and Court Registry.
5.2 RESULTS OF THE DIFFERENCE IN DIFFERENCES METHOD

As visible in tables 2 and 3, the quantifications of the effects of receiving grants
from EU funds show that EU grants had a strong positive effect on the majority of
the twelve observable indicators of business performance and features for corporate beneficiaries. However, the effect of the grant was not equally apparent
throughout the observed period; rather, for the majority of indicators it gradually
increased as more time passed from the initial allocation. For some variables, the
effect in the first two years (t and t+1) was non-existent or not statistically significant and only became evident in the last year under observation (t+2).
For measuring the effect of EU grants on the trends in the corporate beneficiaries’
outputs, we selected two indicators – change in operating income and change in
total added value. As visible from table 2, obtaining an EU grant had a strong
positive effect on the growth dynamics of operating income and total added value,
both in the year the support was received and in the two years that followed. The
results show statistical significance in all calculations conducted with more enterprises in the control sample as well as when caliper is used (for additional calculations see appendix 4 below). Depending on the number of enterprises in the control sample, an enterprise’s operating income rises up to 20% quicker in the year
the grant was allocated (t) than is the case with enterprises in the control sample,
between 20% to 30% quicker in the year following the year of allocation (t+1),
while two years after the allocation (t+2) this difference grows above 30%. The
results for the total added value indicator are very similar to operating income
quantifications and their effect also rises as more time passes from the initial allocation of the support.
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Note: *, ** and *** mark statistical significance levels of 10%, 5% and 1% respectively. The
basic pattern pertains to 227 corporate beneficiaries that received their first EU grant no later
than 2016. These enterprises were used throughout the analysis. On the other hand, the extended pattern pertains to all corporate beneficiaries after sample adjustments, including those that
received their first grant after 2016.
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Import intensity
Control variables
year
NACE sector
region
Number of corporate beneficiaries
Number of observations
McFadden Pseudo R2

Basic pattern
Marginal Standard
effects
error
-0.002
(0.019)
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Results of the analysis of selected indicators by applying the difference in
differences method
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Indicator

Period
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t
t+1
t+2
t
Added value
t+1
t+2
t
Fixed assets
t+1
t+2
t
Employment rate
t+1
t+2
t
Labour productivity
t+1
t+2
t
TFP
t+1
t+2
Number of treated observations
Number of control observations

Operating income

Number of nearest neighbours
No caliper
Caliper (0.05)
1
5
1
5
0.213***
0.163**
0.319**
0.138***
0.173*
0.257**
0.290***
0.270***
0.286***
0.295***
0.236*
0.317***
0.167***
0.126***
0.141**
0.102***
0.213***
0.240***
0.311***
0.244***
0.332***
0.353***
0.388***
0.321***
0.513***
0.502***
0.488***
0.516***
0.610***
0.659***
0.721***
0.679***
0.580***
0.658***
0.868***
0.636***
0.076***
0.069***
0.103***
0.080***
0.106***
0.129***
0.235***
0.167***
0.141***
0.180***
0.270***
0.201***
0.080*
0.050
0.031
0.014
0.094*
0.100**
0.054
0.061
0.175***
0.158***
0.098
0.103**
0.062
0.033
0.018
-0.002
0.059
0.084
0.092
0.072
0.160**
0.171***
0.161**
0.139***
226
226
219
215
218
985
212
933

Note: *, ** and *** mark statistical significance levels of 10%, 5% and 1% respectively. Statistical
significance was determined by means of a bootstrapping procedure with 500 repetitions.
Source: Authors’ own calculation based on data by the Ministry of Finance, Financial Agency
and Court Registry.

We might wonder what aspect of the corporate beneficiary changed in the observation period after receiving support that caused the quicker output growth. This
can be caused, on the one hand, by a stronger growth of business capacities or, on
the other hand, by quicker growth of labour productivity and total factor productivity. The obtained calculations can lead to the conclusion that the notably quicker
growth of outputs with corporate beneficiaries is a combination of both options
referred to above, i.e., both more intense growth of labour productivity and
stronger increase of total factor productivity.
Corporate beneficiaries throughout the observation period recorded up to 70%
more dynamic growth of the value of fixed assets relative to enterprises in the
control group. Even though this is quite a substantial difference, it is also not
unexpected considering the purpose of the grants from EU funds referred to above,
where one of the priorities is stimulating capital investment in production capacities. Despite being notably weaker than in the case of fixed assets, the effect on

These results related to productivity indicators can partially be explained through
the assumption that enterprises need longer time to train new employees or perhaps use new machinery and equipment in its full capacity, which is why the effect
on productivity becomes apparent only near the end of the observation period.
However, the results related to the productivity trends are highly significant, since
they show that the grants from EU funds not only facilitate more intense enterprise growth but also affect productivity growth rates, which makes the corporate
beneficiary more competitive both on the domestic and international market.
In addition, it is a well-known fact that grants from EU funds may only be used to
co-finance projects, while the remaining funds need to be collected from other
sources. For this reason, this research also monitors indebtedness level trends of
corporate beneficiaries and enterprises in the control group. As visible in table 3,
the obtained results verify the assumption regarding the quicker growth of indebtedness, i.e., corporate beneficiaries’ indebtedness levels throughout the three-year
observation period have grown notably quicker than was the case with enterprises
in the control group, while the effect enhances as more time passes after obtaining
support. Apart from indebtedness levels, an additional issue is whether enterprises
undergo other structural changes in business performance. For instance, does the
grant obtained from EU funds enable corporate beneficiaries to pay higher salaries
than enterprises from the control group? Quantifications obtained in this regard
are extremely low and are not statistically significant. On the other hand, the
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Considering the above, we should ask the question about the trends in labour productivity and total factor productivity. The results suggest that the year the support
was obtained (t) as well as the following year (t+1) recorded more intense growth
of labour productivity and total factor productivity compared to enterprises in the
control group, but the obtained results were not statistically significant in all calculation combinations with more enterprises in the control sample, so these results
should be taken with a degree of caution. However, the last year under observation
(t+2) recorded a notably more intense growth of both productivity indicators with
high statistical significance for both quantifications, most notably with total factor
productivity. The growth in labour productivity recorded by corporate beneficiaries two years after obtaining support was up to 17% higher, while the growth of
total labour productivity was up to 18% higher than was the case with enterprises
in the control group.
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employment growth dynamics was also quite significant, but in the case of
employment indicators the effect growth becomes apparent as more time passes
from the initial allocation. In line with this, corporate beneficiaries recorded 7% to
8% more intense growth of total employee numbers in the year the grant was
allocated (t) compared to enterprises in the control group, while in the following
year (t+1) this effect grew to the 10%-16% range, depending on the calculation
used, while in the last year under observation (t+2), the total employee numbers
increased by as much as 22%.
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results show that, despite employee numbers growing, corporate beneficiaries’
capital intensity is even higher, i.e., the effect of the grant is stronger on the capital
factor than on the labour factor.
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Table 3
Results of the analysis of selected indicators by applying the difference in
differences method
Indicator

Period

t
t+1
t+2
t
Average salary
t+1
t+2
t
Capital intensity
t+1
t+2
t
Profitability
t+1
t+2
t
Export intensity
t+1
t+2
t
Import intensity
t+1
t+2
Number of treated observations
Number of control observations

Indebtedness rate
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Number of nearest neighbours
No caliper
Caliper (0.05)
1
5
1
5
0.156*
0.176***
0.179*
0.171**
0.267**
0.274***
0.324***
0.264***
0.334**
0.294***
0.300**
0.296***
0.005
-0.008
0.008
-0.006
-0.026
-0.007
-0.022
-0.003
0.035
0.021
0.044*
0.029
0.539***
0.503***
0.444**
0.510***
0.567***
0.577***
0.547**
0.551***
0.476**
0.507***
0.657***
0.453**
-0.034
-0.057
-0.081
-0.098
-0.143
-0.115
-0.197**
-0.214***
-0.136
-0.169*
-0.320*** -0.255***
-0.084
-0.011
0.015
-0.004
-0.166*
-0.083
-0.037
-0.045
-0.161
-0.058
0.027
-0.007
0.021
0.005
0.113
0.066
0.005
-0.003
0.168
0.074
0.094
0.131
0.191
0.159*
226
226
219
215
218
985
212
933

Note: *, ** and *** mark statistical significance levels of 10%, 5% and 1% respectively.
Statistical significance was determined by means of a bootstrapping procedure with 500 repetitions. Additional calculations with control samples comprising 2 and 10 nearest neighbours are
provided in appendix 4 below.
Source: Authors’ own calculation based on data by the Ministry of Finance, Financial Agency
and Court Registry.

However, with regard to corporate beneficiaries’ profitability, no unambiguous
reply can be provided. The obtained results show that profitability growth recorded
by corporate beneficiaries in the years after receiving the support is notably slower
than the growth recorded by enterprises in the control group, which may, at first
sight, seem contrary to the previous results for other performance indicators,
which showed a highly positive effect. Several explanations can be provided. In
this research, we used the relative indicator of profitability – return on assets
(ROA), which means that relative profitability, i.e., the total utilization rate of an
asset unit, recorded slower growth or drop, but the enterprise’s profitability in
absolute terms grew.

5.3 ESTIMATE OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SIZE OF SUPPORT AND

LEVEL OF IMPACT (DOSE-RESPONSE)

An additional question to be answered is whether there is a difference in the level
of the impact depending on the size of the received support, i.e., what is the lowest
amount of grant that gives rise to positive effects on corporate beneficiaries’ business performance. Findings related to the ratio between relative size of the
received grant and level of impact can have notable policy implications, in this
case competent bodies that, together with EU institutions, create policies for allocating grants from EU funds. Public grants always run into the risk of becoming
inefficient or unattractive for the target group when the programme attempts to
enhance its outreach at the expense of relative size of the support.
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Finally, positive economic effects of support from EU funds are often disputed
through assumed strong import growth. Since the results show that EU grants genuinely facilitate an increase in enterprises’ business capacities and sales rates, it would
be reasonable to expect import rates to record intense growth considering the Croatian economy being import-dependent. However, it is still unknown whether import
growth is disproportionate to enterprise growth, i.e., whether import rates grow at a
quicker pace than sales revenue, which would represent a growth in import intensity
or import dependence of the enterprise under observation. The obtained results
show that corporate beneficiaries did not record growth neither in their export nor
import intensity in the years after receiving support.
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Namely, the projects under consideration may be of questionable profitability if
they were financed by the enterprise’s own funds or debt capital because the rise
in operating income due to expansion of business would not cover the costs of
depreciation and servicing of new debt. In addition, every project assumes a certain return rate for the investor; if the European projects under observation were
funded only by the enterprise’s own and/or debt capital instead of EU grants, they
would be unable to meet the required return-on-investment rate and would be seen
as less profitable. On the other hand, another explanation is possible, one that is
closely connected to the capital budgeting theory, which assumes that in limited
financing situations an enterprise would pursue the most profitable projects at the
expense of less profitable ones. EU support provides an enterprise with an additional source of capital which can be used to materialise even less profitable projects. This would make relative profitability decrease or grow at a slower pace
relative to enterprises in the control sample, whereas absolute profitability would
grow. However, this does not mean that in more developed financial market conditions, where small and medium enterprises have more access to financing, such
projects would not be materialised.

Figure 1
Estimate of the relationship between grant size and impact level on trends in
operating income (left) and total employment rate (right)
70
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Note: The solid black curve depicts the conditional expectation of growth rates of the indicator
under observation with the provided relative intensity of treatment and estimated generalised
propensity score. The shadowed sections represent the ceiling and floor values of the 95% confidence interval calculated through the bootstrapping method with 500 repetitions.
Source: Authors’ own calculation based on data by the Ministry of Finance, Financial Agency
and Court Registry.

Figure 1 shows the results of the estimate regarding the effects of EU grants on
trends in employment numbers and operating income for enterprises under observation in relation to the relative size of the received grant. As visible in the figures
above, the curve starts out flat for both indicators, which leads to the conclusion
that grants whose relative size is below 10% of a corporate beneficiary’s operating
income have a roughly equal and relatively weak effect on trends in employment
numbers and operating income of enterprises under observation in the period after
receiving the grant. However, above this threshold the effect of the grant is more
prominent and grows more extensively as the relative size of the received grant
increases. For instance, enterprises that received a grant in the amount of 35% of
their operating income can expect their operating income to grow four times
quicker while their employment numbers on the basis of hours of labour could
grow three times quicker. However, growth of the grant size is accompanied by an
increase in confidence intervals. For this reason, all conclusions should be taken
with a degree of caution.
These results can partially be explained by the fact that enterprises apply to public
tenders for a variety of business reasons. Low-impact grants are mostly used by
enterprises whose objective is to enhance their current performance, e.g., by procuring new machinery or equipment to replace old or less efficient machinery, but
not necessarily for expanding their business. Such enterprises are not in dire need
for new recruits, which is part of the reason why the employment rate curve starts
out flat. Conversely, beneficiaries of relatively large grants are those enterprises
that use EU funds to co-finance the expansion of their business or boost their production and sales numbers, which is why they need a substantially larger grant to
finance a capital intense investment and recruit additional employees.
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Capital intensity growth (%)

Figure 2
Estimate of the relationship between grant size and impact level on trends in
corporate beneficiaries’ capital intensity (left) and indebtedness levels (right)
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Source: Authors’ own calculation based on data by the Ministry of Finance, Financial Agency
and Court Registry.

Such an explanation is supported by the obtained results regarding the trends in
corporate beneficiaries’ capital intensity and indebtedness levels. As visible in figure 2 (left), the effect on the growing trend of capital intensity is the strongest up
to grant size of 10%, as seen by the steep incline of the curve, while the effect
above this threshold is still quite strong but with the curve much flatter. Taking
into account the method for calculating capital intensity of business as the ratio
between the value of fixed assets and employment rates expressed in hours of
labour, the previous hypothesis can be corroborated. The commercial reason
behind taking a relatively smaller grant is the enhancement of current business, for
instance by procuring new machinery, which increases the value of the enterprise’s fixed assets (because existing equipment has already been depreciated),
while there is no need for new employees. For this reason, the capital intensity of
business, expressed through the ratio above, grows. However, in cases where an
enterprise uses EU support to finance the expansion of its business activities, for
instance, by procuring new equipment and recruiting new employees, the business
capital intensity grows more steadily and the curve is flatter.
The estimate of the relationship between the relative size of the grant and effect on
the trends in enterprises’ indebtedness levels leads to more-or-less the same conclusions (figure 2 right). Enterprises that implement financially less substantial projects
(projects worth up to 10% of operating income), apart from co-financing provided
by the EU, usually cover the rest of the required amount from their own revenues.
In such cases, the received grant increases the value of the enterprise’s property on
the asset side and capital on the liability side, while the level of debt financing
remains the same, which ultimately leads to a drop in indebtedness levels expressed
as the share of commitments in sources of financing. On the other hand, projects that
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Note: The solid black curve depicts the conditional expectation of growth rates of the indicator
under observation with the provided relative intensity of treatment and estimated generalised
propensity score. The shadowed sections represent the ceiling and floor values of the 95% confidence interval calculated through the bootstrapping method with 500 repetitions.
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are used for substantially expanding enterprises’ business activities carry a greater
financial burden notwithstanding EU support. The remaining amount of co-financing cannot be covered from the enterprise’s own resources and enterprises resort to
debt financing of the remaining amount, which increases their indebtedness indicator and the curve of the estimated effect changes direction after crossing the 10%
relative grant size benchmark. Despite being merely indicative, these conclusions
should be taken with a degree of caution due to relatively wide confidence intervals
caused by a relatively small number of observations.
Figure 3
Estimate of the relationship between grant size and impact level on trends in total
factor productivity (left) and labour productivity (right)
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Note: The solid black curve depicts the conditional expectation of growth rates of the indicator
under observation with the provided relative intensity of treatment and estimated generalised
propensity score. The shadowed sections represent the ceiling and floor values of the 95% confidence interval calculated through the bootstrapping method with 500 repetitions.
Source: Authors’ own calculation based on data by the Ministry of Finance, Financial Agency
and Court Registry.

Finally, productivity indicators provide no unambiguous conclusions (figure 3).
Namely, as was the case with all indicators described above, the effect on total
factor productivity trends grows notably after the relative size of the grant grows
above the 10% threshold of the enterprise’s operating income. However, in the
case of labour productivity, the curve is almost completely flat all the way up to
relative grant size of 20% of operating income, with extremely wide confidence
intervals. Despite limitations of the conducted analysis, the majority of the indicators considered demonstrate a positive relationship between relative size of the
grant and level of impact, especially when relative grant size is higher than 10%
of the enterprise’s operating income.
This is an important conclusion in the context of overall efficiency and cost-effectiveness of the public policy under observation, more specifically the allocation of
public grants from EU funds to the non-financial corporation sector. Since these
grants are often very substantial in financial terms and cover up to 85% of the
applied project value, there is a certain moral hazard risk – a situation in which an
enterprise uses the grant to increase its production capacities for virtually no cost,

6 CONCLUSION

This paper tried to answer several research questions, primarily the question
regarding the effects of receiving grants from EU funds on business performance
of non-financial corporations. The results show that the support obtained from EU
funds had a strong positive effect on the majority of the twelve selected performance indicators and business features of corporate beneficiaries. If we look at the
individual indicators, the obtained results show that corporate beneficiaries, when
compared to enterprises in the control group, recorded a notable growth in outputs
in the period after receiving the grant, expressed as either trends in operating
income or total added value generated. The intensification of the enterprises’ output growth dynamics arises due to quicker growth of production factors, i.e.,
labour and capital. In addition, the analysis also determined significant and positive effects of the obtained EU grant on the enterprises’ productivity, expressed as
either labour productivity or total factor productivity, especially two years after
receiving the grant (t+2).
The research has also shown that the grants resulted in structural changes, which
led to the corporate beneficiaries’ performance becoming more capital intense. At
the same time, we recorded quicker growth of indebtedness levels since EU grants
are used only for co-financing projects while the remaining amounts must be covered from other sources. In addition, the results show that profitability growth
recorded by corporate beneficiaries in the years after receiving the grant is notably
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In conclusion, the obtained results can be compared to similar research conducted
for other countries. In general, one can say that the results are very similar and that
other pieces of research also reveal several positive effects of receiving grants
from EU funds on a variety of enterprises’ performance indicators. If we compare
our results to those in Benkovskis et al. (2018) or Bachtrogler and Hammer (2018),
we can see that the findings are quite similar, in that the effect on employment
numbers, revenue and capital intensity becomes visible soon after obtaining the
grant. On the other hand, none of these papers was able to find an unambiguous
effect on productivity. Bachtrogler and Hammer (2018) discover a short-term rise
in enterprises’ productivity levels only for a few countries and only depending on
the variable definition. Similar to the present research, Benkovskis et al. (2018)
find positive effects on productivity trends only after a few years have passed from
receiving the grant.
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despite there being no commercial reason for such a decision had the project been
financed through the enterprise’s own resources. We already discussed the issue of
cost-effectiveness of European projects considering the obtained results regarding
the effect of the grant on relative profitability trends. However, the results we
obtained with regard to the causal relationship between grant size and impact
level, especially when it comes to stronger growth of operating income in parallel
to the growth of relative grant size, support the hypothesis that the grant allocation
programme is, in fact, efficient.
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slower, which may, at first sight, seem contrary to the previous results for other
performance indicators, which showed an extremely positive effect.
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Apart from demonstrating the effect of grants received from EU funds, the paper
also determined which business features of enterprises affect the probability of
obtaining EU support. Results of the probit model showed that grant beneficiaries
are more likely to be older enterprises with more employees and greater capital
and export intensity of business. They are also enterprises with higher indebtedness levels but also with higher profitability. Average salary, labour productivity
and total factor productivity as well as import intensity of business all failed to
reach statistical significance for the probability of receiving the grant.
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Finally, the paper estimated the relationship between the relative size of the grant
and its level of impact. These results demonstrated the existence of a causal relationship and that the impact grows as the relative grant size grows, but only in
cases when the grant exceeds 10% of operating income the enterprise collected in
the year before receiving the grant. To the authors’ best knowledge, this is the first
professional paper to use the method above on the case of grants from EU funds.
As a conclusion, we should highlight that the slower utilization rate of grants from
EU funds kept the focus of the public and competent authorities on improving the
results regarding total utilization, considering the opportunity cost that would be
incurred if such large amounts would remain unallocated. However, the utilization
dynamics was substantially improved in the past several years and reached the
average utilization rate at EU level according to some measures. For this reason,
the competent authorities’ next objective should be increasing the utilization rate
in such a manner that the funds are allocated to those areas where they were successfully utilised. Research and analyses dealing with the effect of the grants on
end beneficiaries are extremely important in this context. However, the significance of EU funds for Croatia is not reflected in the number of such analyses. This
research is an attempt to improve the quality of public debate that should ultimately aim to improve the existing policy of using grants from EU funds.
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APPENDIX 1
LIST OF VARIABLES USED IN THE ANALYSIS

Variable name

Employment rate
Fixed assets
Age

Labour
productivity
Total factor
productivity
Capital intensity
Profitability
Indebtedness rate

Average salary

Export intensity
Import intensity

Regional
affiliation

Ratio between added value
and number of employees
Residual of the CobbDouglas production function
Ratio between fixed assets
and number of employees
Ratio between period profit
and total assets
Ratio between non-current
liabilities and total
commitments
Ratio between total gross
employee costs and number
of employees
Ratio between revenue from
sales abroad and operating
income
Ratio between import value
and operating income
Divided into five regions:
Eastern Croatia, Central
Croatia, Northern Croatia,
Adriatic Croatia and the
City of Zagreb

Deflated by GDP deflator
Deflated by GDP deflator
Deflated by implicit added value
deflators to the second digit level
of the National Classification of
Activities (NACE). Energy costs
have been deflated by the implicit
added value deflator for the
electricity, gas, steam and air
conditioning supply sector
See appendix 2 for more details
on calculation methodology
Deflated by implicit added value
deflators to the second digit level
of the National Classification
of Activities (NACE)
An enterprise’s geographic
affiliation is classified into regions,
which have been defined on the
basis of the first version of the new
NUTS-2 classification in Croatia
(Institute for Development and
International Relations, 2018). This
classification is used here solely for
analytical purposes
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Added value

Difference between
operating income and value
of intermediary inputs and
other costs of sold products

Note
public sector
economics
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Revenue

Description
Real value of operating
income
Total number of employees
based on hours of labour
Real value of fixed assets
Number of years passed
since the establishment
of the enterprise
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APPENDIX 2
METHODOLOGY FOR CALCULATING TOTAL FACTOR PRODUCTIVITY INDICATORS
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The starting point for calculating total factor productivity is the standard CobbDouglas production function, which can be expressed based on added value in
logarithmic form as:
rvait = ait + βKkit + βLlit + βMmit + εit
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where rvait represents each enterprise’s real added value, ait denotes its efficacy
level or residual, kit represents fixed assets real value, lit is total employment based
on hours of labour, mit denotes real value of material inputs used in the production
process, while εit stands for estimate error. The methodology for calculating total
factor productivity follows the approach developed by Olley and Pakes (1996)
and its upgrade proposed by Levinsohn and Petrin (2003), Ackerberg et al. (2006),
Wooldridge (2009) and Galuscak and Lizal (2011), i.e., the estimate is a thirdlevel polynomial model in the following form:

This approach is unique for using observable values of production inputs (after one
year) as instruments for unobservable production shocks, which is important for
controlling for simultaneity bias. The simultaneity bias arises due to the fact that,
even though total factor productivity levels are not observable, they are known
within an enterprise. In other words, any enterprise will, in any given period, select
the optimal combination of production inputs in line with its production function
after observing its own productivity levels. Ignoring the fact that labour, capital and
material inputs are correlated to unobservable productivity at enterprise level can
lead to inconsistent estimation of the production function (ECB, 2014). Since labour
and total factor productivity are determined simultaneously, while material assets
take time to develop, the instrumental variable used for measuring labour is its value
one year after receiving the grant. The terms used in the estimated equation include
material inputs and fixed assets up to third level and their interaction terms in order
to account for their possible non-linear connection. The estimate also includes indicator control variables for the year, while standard errors have been grouped at
enterprise level. For implementing the approach above, we use the generalized
method of moments (GMM), similar to Wooldridge (2009).
After estimating the production function elasticity coefficients, the final step
entails calculating total factor productivity, i.e., production function residual, of
each enterprise through the following formula:

0.729***
6.573***
1.791***
1.168***
3.790***
1.515***
0.955***
226
441,846

1,921

772,528

Before merger

0.580***
4.431***
1.530***
1.066***
3.022***
0.970***
0.648***

Before
adjustments

218

226

1
-0.042
0.430
-0.145
-0.053
-0.123
0.091
-0.063

417

226

2
0.000
0.560
-0.075
-0.005
0.005
0.093
-0.027

1,787

226

10
-0.036
0.295
0.040
-0.023
-0.016
0.126
-0.018
219
411

212

933

215

Caliper (0.05)
2
5
0.047
0.014
0.513
0.783
-0.050
0.084
-0.027
0.008
0.017
-0.019
0.174
0.154
-0.095
-0.068

219

1
-0.032
1.157
0.023
-0.130
-0.086
-0.101
0.007

Number of nearest neighbours
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Source: Authors’ own calculation based on data by the Ministry of Finance, Financial Agency and Court Registry.

985

226

5
-0.032
0.459
-0.020
-0.030
-0.013
0.116
-0.044

No caliper

Note: *, ** and *** mark statistical significance levels of 10%, 5% and 1% respectively.

Labour productivity
Enterprise age
Employment rate
TFP
Capital intensity
Export intensity
Indebtedness rate
Number of treated
observations
Number of control
observations

Indicator

ARITHMETIC MEAN DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ENTERPRISES IN THE TREATED AND CONTROL GROUPS
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APPENDIX 3

1,694

213

10
-0.010
1.147*
0.209**
0.032
0.032
0.220*
0.036

205

206

APPENDIX 4
ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR SELECTED BUSINESS PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
THROUGH THE DIFFERENCE IN DIFFERENCES METHOD WITH CONTROL GROUP
OF 2 AND 10 NEAREST NEIGHBOURS
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Indicator

Period
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t
t+1
t+2
t
Added value
t+1
t+2
t
Fixed assets
t+1
t+2
t
Employment rate
t+1
t+2
t
Labour productivity
t+1
t+2
t
TFP
t+1
t+2
t
Indebtedness rate
t+1
t+2
t
Average salary
t+1
t+2
t
Capital intensity
t+1
t+2
t
Profitability
t+1
t+2
t
Export intensity
t+1
t+2
t
Import intensity
t+1
t+2
Number of treated observations
Number of control observations

Operating income

Number of nearest neighbours
No caliper
Caliper (0.05)
2
10
2
10
0.200***
0.182***
0.219**
0.210**
0.300**
0.309***
0.288***
0.292***
0.328***
0.324***
0.308***
0.346***
0.148***
0.134***
0.125**
0.129***
0.248***
0.256***
0.227***
0.256***
0.328***
0.375***
0.326***
0.364***
0.506***
0.482***
0.470***
0.465***
0.632***
0.695***
0.735***
0.748***
0.582***
0.709***
0.709***
0.722***
0.073***
0.071***
0.080***
0.081***
0.123***
0.142***
0.166***
0.160***
0.187***
0.184***
0.220***
0.202***
0.067
0.055
0.032
0.041
0.113*
0.100**
0.045
0.083*
0.123**
0.175***
0.087*
0.149***
0.057
0.039
0.026
0.024
0.109*
0.089*
0.046
0.081*
0.147***
0.189***
0.112**
0.169***
0.189**
0.200***
0.165**
0.200***
0.348***
0.287***
0.317***
0.301***
0.336***
0.289***
0.277**
0.297***
-0.003
0.005
-0.002
0.009
0.016
-0.003
0.019
0.001
0.014
0.029
0.023
0.042
0.511***
0.474***
0.432***
0.457***
0.557***
0.603***
0.620***
0.660***
0.416***
0.571***
0.541***
0.585***
-0.028
-0.052
-0.083
-0.105
-0.101
-0.130*
-0.145*
-0.183**
-0.178*
-0.192**
-0.214**
-0.259***
-0.024
-0.010
-0.018
0.013
-0.079
-0.079
-0.096
-0.055
-0.102
-0.071
-0.089
-0.001
0.025
0.026
0.052
0.022
0.021
0.052
-0.001
0.034
0.163
0.121
0.075
0.128
226
226
219
213
417
1,787
411
1,694

Note: *, ** and *** mark statistical significance levels of 10%, 5% and 1% respectively. Statistical
significance was determined by means of a bootstrapping procedure with 500 repetitions.
Source: Authors’ own calculation based on data by the Ministry of Finance, Financial Agency
and Court Registry.
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APPENDIX 5
GENERALISED PROPENSITY SCORE (GPS) ESTIMATES

Coefficient
-0.495***
-0.074**
-0.191**
7.69E-10
0.095
0.016
0.148***

Standard error
0.085
0.031
0.085
5.38E-10
0.121
0.054
0.052
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Indicator
Employment rate
Capital intensity
Labour productivity
TFP
Age
Export intensity
Indebtedness rate
Number of observations

217

Source: Authors’ own calculation based on data by the Ministry of Finance, Financial Agency
and Court Registry.
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Note: *, ** and *** mark statistical significance levels of 10%, 5% and 1% respectively. Statistical
significance was determined by means of a bootstrapping procedure with 500 repetitions.

